We propose a new PAC-Bayesian procedure for aggregating prediction models and a new way of constructing a hypothesis space with which the procedure works particularly well. The procedure is based on alternating minimization of a new PAC-Bayesian bound, which is convex in the posterior distribution used for aggregation and also convex in a trade-off parameter between empirical performance of the distribution and its complexity, measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence to a prior. The hypothesis space is constructed by training a finite number of weak classifiers, where each classifier is trained on a small subsample of the data and validated on the corresponding complementary subset of the data. The weak classifiers are then weighted with respect to their validation performance through minimization of the PAC-Bayesian bound. We provide experimental results demonstrating that the proposed aggregation strategy is on par with the prediction accuracy of kernel SVMs tuned by cross-validation. The comparable accuracy is achieved at a much lower computation cost, since training many SVMs on small subsamples is significantly cheaper than training one SVM on the whole data due to super-quadratic training time of kernel SVMs. Remarkably, our prediction approach is based on minimization of a theoretical bound and does not require parameter cross-validation, as opposed to the majority of theoretical results that cannot be rigorously applied in practice.
Introduction
PAC-Bayesian analysis, where PAC stands for the Probably Approximately Correct frequentist learning model (Valiant, 1984) , analyzes prediction accuracy of randomized classifiers. A randomized classifier is a classifier defined by a distribution ρ over a hypothesis class H. A randomized classifier predicts by drawing a hypothesis from H according to ρ and applying it to make the prediction (McAllester, 1998) . In many applications randomized prediction is replaced by a ρ-weighted majority vote (Germain et al., 2009 ). This weighted majority vote can be regarded as aggregation of the prediction models. It can be shown that the expected loss of the weighted majority vote is upper bounded by twice the expected loss of the randomized classifier, because the majority vote errs only when at least half (weighted by ρ) of the base classifiers err. In certain situations, the factor of 2 can be reduced down to 1 + ε (Langford and Shawe-Taylor, 2002) and empirically the weighted majority vote always performs better than randomized classification.
PAC-Bayesian analysis provides one of the tightest generalization bounds in statistical learning theory (Germain et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, most PAC-Bayesian literature still relies on cross-validation to tune the trade-off between empirical performance of ρ and its complexity, measured by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (a.k.a. relative entropy) between ρ and a prior distribution π. Cross-validation is an extremely powerful and practical heuristic for selecting model parameters, but it has no theoretical guarantees and it has been shown that it can be misleading (Kearns et al., 1997, Kearns and Ron, 1999) . It is also computationally expensive, especially for computationally demanding models, such as kernel SVMs, since it requires training a large number of classifiers on almost the whole dataset. Derivation of theoretical results that would not require parameter cross-validation is a long-standing challenge for theoretical machine learning (Langford, 2005) .
The need of existing PAC-Bayesian results to rely on cross-validation is explained by several reasons:
• Not all of the existing PAC-Bayesian inequalities are convex in the posterior distribution ρ. For example, the most widely used PAC-Bayes-kl inequality due to Seeger (2002) is non-convex. This makes it hard to minimize the bound with respect to the posterior distribution. In most papers the bound is replaced by a linear trade-off between empirical error and the KL divergence and the trade-off parameter is tuned by cross-validation.
While it is possible to achieve convexity in the posterior distribution ρ by introducing an additional trade-off parameter (Catoni, 2007 , Keshet et al., 2011 , we are unaware of successful attempts to tune the additional trade-off parameter through rigorous bound minimization. In practice, the alternative inequalities are replaced by the same linear trade-off mentioned above and tuned by cross-validation.
• The second obstacle is that, in order to keep the KL divergence between the posterior and the prior tractable, the set of posterior and prior distributions is often restricted. A popular example are Gaussian posteriors and Gaussian priors (Langford and Shawe-Taylor, 2002 , McAllester, 2003 , Langford, 2005 . Even if the initial bound is convex in the posterior distribution, the convexity may be broken by such a restriction or reparametrization, as it happens in the Gaussian case (Germain et al., 2009 ).
• Even though PAC-Bayesian bounds are one of the tightest, we are unaware of examples, where they were shown to be sufficiently tight to compete with cross-validation in model order selection.
Our approach is based on the following steps:
We start with a PAC-Bayesian inequality, which is convex in the posterior distribution ρ and has a convex trade-off between the empirical loss and KL divergence. The inequality is similar in spirit to the one proposed in Keshet et al. (2011) , but it does not restrict the form of ρ and π.
We provide an alternating minimization procedure for minimizing the new bound.
We propose a way of constructing a finite hypothesis space, which is tailored for the PAC-Bayesian bound. The hypothesis space is constructed by taking m subsamples of size r. Each subsample is used to train a weak classifier, which is then validated on the remaining n − r points (where n is the sample size). We adapt our PAC-Bayesian bound and minimization procedure to this setting.
Our analysis and minimization procedure work for any m, r, and any split of the data, including overlaps between training sets and overlaps between validation sets. In particular, it can also be applied to aggregate models originating from a cross-validation split of the data. However, we note that in cross-validation the training sets are typically large (of order n) and validation sets and the number of models are small. While the prediction accuracy is still competitive in this setting, the highest computational advantage from our approach is achieved when the relation is reversed and the training size r is taken to be small, roughly of order d, where d is the number of features, and the number of models m is taken to be large, roughly of order n.
The construction of hypothesis space can be seen as sample compression (Laviolette and Marchand, 2007) . However, unlike the common approach to sample compression, which considers all possible subsamples of a given size and thus computationally and statistically inefficient, we consider only a small subset of possible subsamples.
We provide experimental results on several UCI datasets showing that the prediction accuracy of our learning procedure (i.e., minimization of the bound) is comparable to prediction accuracy of kernel SVMs tuned by cross-validation.
In addition, we show that when r is considerably smaller than n and m is of order n the comparable prediction accuracy is achieved at a much lower computation cost. Computational speed-up is achieved due to super-quadratic training time of kernel SVMs, which makes it much faster to train many weak SVMs on small training sets than one powerful SVM on a big training set.
We prove in a simplified setting of realizable linear classification that when the subsample size r is roughly of order d ln d, where d is the number of features, and the number of weak classifiers m is roughly of order n/r, with high probability at least one of them is expected to have comparable accuracy to a classifier trained on all n points. Since taking small r leaves plenty of samples for validation of the weak classifiers, validation and subsequent PAC-Bayesian weighting take care of promoting successful weak classifiers in the final aggregation. We conjecture that this effect powers the success of our method in the general setting.
The main contributions of our work are:
We propose a rigorous theoretically based classification procedure that performs well in practice without resorting to heuristics like cross-validation.
For computationally demanding models, like kernel SVM, our approach yields considerable computational speed-up.
The proposed training and classification procedures are amenable to efficient parallelization.
The predictions of the model are accompanied by remarkably tight generalization guarantees.
In the following sections we provide a brief review of PAC-Bayesian analysis, then present the PACBayesian bound and its minimization procedure in Section 3, specialize the result to PAC-Bayesian aggregation in Section 4, and provide experimental validation in Section 5.
A Brief Review of PAC-Bayesian Analysis
To set the scene we start with a brief review of PAC-Bayesian analysis.
Notations
We consider a supervised learning setting with an input space X and an output space Y. We let S = {(X 1 , Y 1 ), . . . , (X n , Y n )} denote an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample of size n drawn according to an unknown distribution D(X, Y ). A hypothesis h is a function from the input to the output space h : X → Y. We use H to denote a hypothesis class. We let : Y 2 → [0, 1] denote a bounded loss function. The loss of h on a sample (X, Y ) is (h(X), Y ) and the expected loss of h is denoted by
A randomized prediction rule parametrized by a distribution ρ over H is defined in the following way. For each prediction on a sample point X the rule draws a new hypothesis h ∈ H according to ρ and applies it to X. The expected loss of such prediction rule is E h∼ρ [L(h)] and the empirical loss is E h∼ρ L (h, S) . We use
π(h) to denote the KL divergence between ρ and π. For Bernoulli distributions with biases p and q we use kl(p q) as a shorthand for KL(
Change of Measure Inequality
All PAC-Bayesian bounds are based on the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Change of Measure Inequality). For any function f : H × (X × Y)
n → R and for any distribution π over H , such that π is independent of S, with probability greater than 1 − δ over a random draw of S, for all distributions ρ over H simultaneously:
The lemma is based on Donsker-Varadhan's variational definition of KL divergence (Donsker and Varadhan, 1975) , by which KL(
, where the supremum is over all measurable functions f : H → R. In the lemma, f is extended to be a function of h and S and then Markov's inequality is used to bound the expectation with respect to π by
with probability at least 1 − δ. Independence of π and S allows to exchange the order of expectations, leading to the statement of the lemma. For a formal proof see Tolstikhin and Seldin (2013) .
PAC-Bayes-kl Inequality
Various choices of the function f in Lemma 1 lead to various forms of PAC-Bayesian bounds (Seldin et al., 2012) . The classical choice is f (h, S) = n kl(L(h, S) L(h)). The moment generating function of f can be bounded in this case by E S e f (h,S) ≤ 2 √ n for n ≥ 8 (Maurer, 2004) . This bound is used to control the last term in equation (1), leading to the PAC-Bayes-kl inequality (Seeger, 2002) .
Theorem 2 (PAC-Bayes-kl Inequality). For any probability distribution π over H that is independent of S, for any n ≥ 8 and δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability greater than 1 − δ over a random draw of a sample S, for all distributions ρ over H simultaneously:
3 Minimization of PAC-Bayesian Inequality
Inequality (2) is implicit and not convex in ρ and, therefore, inconvenient for minimization. We introduce a relaxed form of the inequality, which has an additional trade-off parameter λ. For a fixed λ the inequality in Theorem 3 is convex in ρ and for a fixed ρ it is convex in λ, making the bound amenable to alternating minimization. Theorem 3 is analogous to Keshet et al. (2011, Theorem 1 ) and a very similar result can also be derived by using the techniques from Tolstikhin and Seldin (2013) , see Thiemann (2016) .
Theorem 3 (PAC-Bayes-λ Inequality). For any probability distribution π over H that is independent of S, for n ≥ 8 and any δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability greater than 1 − δ over a random draw of a sample S, for all distributions ρ over H and λ ∈ (0, 2) simultaneously:
Note that the theorem holds for all values of λ ∈ (0, 2) simultaneously.
Proof. We use the following analog of Pinsker's inequality (Marton, 1996 , 1997 , Samson, 2000 , Boucheron et al., 2013 
By application of inequality (4), inequality (2) can be relaxed to (McAllester, 2003) . By using the inequality √ xy ≤ 1 2 λx + y λ for all λ > 0, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ for all ρ and λ > 0 Keshet et al., 2011) . By changing sides
For λ < 2 we can divide both sides by 1 − λ 2 and obtain the theorem statement.
Since E ρ L (h, S) is linear in ρ and KL(ρ π) is convex in ρ (Cover and Thomas, 2006) , for a fixed λ the right hand side of inequality (3) is convex in ρ and the minimum is achieved by
Furthermore, for t ∈ (0, 1) and a, b ≥ 0 the function Tolstikhin and Seldin, 2013 ) and, therefore, for a fixed ρ the right hand side of inequality (3) is convex in λ for λ ∈ (0, 2) and the minimum is achieved by
Note that the optimal value of λ is smaller than 1. Alternating application of update rules (6) and (7) monotonously decreases the bound, and thus converges. We conjecture that alternating minimization converges to the global minimum of the bound, but a proof of this conjecture is left as an open question. We provide empirical evidence supporting the conjecture in Section 5.
PAC-Bayesian Aggregation
Computation of the partition function (the denominator in (6)) is not always tractable, however, it can be easily computed when H is finite. The crucial step is to construct a non-trivial finite hypothesis space H. Our proposal is to construct H by training m hypotheses, where each hypothesis is trained on r random points from S and validated on the remaining n − r points. This construction resembles a cross-validation split of the data. However, in cross-validation r is typically large (close to n) and validation sets are non-overlapping. Our approach works for any r and has additional computational advantages when r is small. We do not require validation sets to be non-overlapping and overlaps between training sets are allowed. Below we describe the construction more formally. Let h ∈ {1, . . . , m} index the hypotheses in H. Let S h denote the training set of h and S \ S h the validation set. S h is a subset of r points from S, which are selected independently of their values (for example, subsampled randomly or picked according to a predefined partition of the data). We define the validation error of h byL
Note that the validation errors are (n − r) i.i.d. random variables with bias L(h) and, therefore, for
The following result is a straightforward adaptation of Theorem 3 to our setting.
Theorem 4 (PAC-Bayesian Aggregation). Let S be a sample of size n. Let H be a set of m hypotheses, where each h ∈ H is trained on r points from S selected independently of the composition of S. For any probability distribution π over H that is independent of S, for (n − r) ≥ 8 and any δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability greater than 1 − δ over a random draw of a sample S, for all distributions ρ over H and λ ∈ (0, 2) simultaneously:
Mushrooms Skin Waveform Adult Ionosphere AvsB Haberman Breast  |S|  2000  2000  2000  2000  200  1000  150  340  |T|  500  500  500  500  150  500  150  340  d  112  3  40  122  34  16  3  10   Table 1 : Datasets summary. |S| = n refers to the size of the training set and |T | refers to the size of the test set, d refers to the number of features. "Breast" abbreviates "Breast cancer" dataset.
It is natural, but not mandatory to select a uniform prior π(h) = 1/m. The bound in equation (8) can be minimized by alternating application of the update rules in equations (6) and (7) with n being replaced by n − r.
Selection of r and m The complexity term in Theorem 4 (the second term on the right hand side of (8)) decreases with the decrease of the training set sizes r (because the size of the validation sets n − r increases) and with the decrease of the number of hypotheses m (because π(h) = 1/m increases). From the computational point of view it is also desirable to have small r and m, especially when working with expensive-to-train models, such as kernel SVMs, which have super-quadratic training time. What pushes r and m up is the validation error, E ρ L val (h, S) . The precise influence of r and m on E ρ L val (h, S) is difficult to analyze and general treatment of this question is left for future work. Below we present an analysis in a simplified setting, where the data are assumed to be separable by a homogeneous hyperplane in R d and the training sets are assumed to be independent.
Theorem 5. Assume that the data are generated by a distribution in R d that is linearly separable by a homogeneous hyperplane. Let the learning procedure pick any homogeneous linear hyperplane that is consistent with a sample. Then the probability that a homogeneous hyperplane that is consistent with a sample of size n has expected error larger than ε is bounded by e −(nε/(d−1)−ln(2(d−1))) and the probability that m homogeneous hyperplanes that are, respectively, consistent with m independent samples of size r all have error larger than ε is bounded by e −m(rε/(d−1)−ln(2(d−1))) .
A proof of this theorem is provided in the supplementary material. The main message of the theorem is that if r is at least of order Ω(d ln(d)/ε), where ε is a desired prediction accuracy, and m is of order Ω(n/r), we can expect the best out of m hyperplanes trained on r samples to have comparable prediction accuracy to a hyperplane trained on n samples. We would then expect validation and ρ-weighting to identify and promote the good hyperplanes in the aggregated solution. Empirically we have observed that even smaller values of r are sufficient to achieve comparable accuracy.
Experimental Results
In this section we present an experimental evaluation of the proposed PAC-Bayesian aggregation strategy. The experiments were performed on eight UCI datasets (Asuncion and Newman, 2007) summarized in Table  1 . In our experiments we employed the SVM solver from LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) .
We compared the prediction accuracy and run time of our prediction strategy with a baseline of RBF kernel SVMs tuned by cross-validation. For the baseline we used 5-fold cross-validation for selecting the soft-margin parameter, C, and the bandwidth parameter γ of the kernel k(X, Z) = exp(−γ X − Z 2 ). The value of C was selected from a grid, such that log 10 C ∈ {−3, −2, . . . , 3}. The values for the grid of γ-s were selected using the heuristic proposed in Jaakkola et al. (1999) . Specifically, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we defined G(X i ) = min (Xj ,Yj )∈S∧Yi =Yj X i − X j . We then defined a seed γ J by γ J = 1 2·median(G) 2 . Finally, we took a geometrically spaced grid around γ J , so that γ ∈ {γ J 10 −4 , γ J 10 −2 , . . . , γ J 10 4 }. For PAC-Bayesian aggregation we selected m subsets of r points uniformly at random from the training set S. We then trained an RBF kernel SVM for each subset. The kernel bandwidth parameter γ was randomly selected for each subset from the same grid as used in the baseline. In all our experiments very small values of r, typically up to d + 1 with d being the input dimension, were sufficient for successfully competing with the prediction accuracy of the baseline and provided the most significant computational improvement. For such small values of r it was easy to achieve perfect separation of the training points and, therefore, selection of C was unnecessary. The performance of each weak classifier was validated on n − r points not used in its training. The weighting of classifiers ρ was then computed through alternating minimization of the bound in Theorem 4. The labels of points in the test set were predicted by ρ-weighted majority vote. Although strictly speaking the bound in Theorem 4 holds for randomized classifiers, we have already mentioned that empirically weighted majority vote is typically better than randomized prediction and theoretically its error is bounded by at most twice the error of the corresponding randomized classifier. Therefore, our training procedure did not deviate from theoretical rigorousness.
In the first experiment we studied the influence of r and m on the prediction accuracy of PAC-Bayesian aggregation. We considered 20 values of m in [1, n] and 20 values of r in [2, d + 1]. For each pair of m and r the prediction accuracy of PAC-Bayesian aggregation was evaluated, resulting in a matrix of losses. To simplify the comparison we subtracted the prediction accuracy of the baseline, thus zero values correspond to matching the accuracy of the baseline. In Figure 1 we show a heatmap of this matrix for two UCI datasets and the results for the remaining datasets are provided in the supplementary material. Overall, reasonably small values of m and r were sufficient for matching the accuracy of SVM tuned by cross-validation.
In the second experiment we provide a closer look at the effect of increasing the number m of weak SVMs when their training set sizes r are kept fixed. We picked r = d + 1 and ran our training procedure with 20 values of m in [1, n] . In Figure 2 we present the prediction accuracy of the resulting weighted majority vote vs. prediction accuracy of the baseline for four datasets. The graphs for the remaining datasets are provided in the supplementary material. We also show the running time of our procedure vs. the baseline. The running time of the baseline includes cross-validation and training of the final SVM on the whole training set, while the running time of PAC-Bayesian aggregation includes training of m weak SVMs, their validation, and the computation of ρ. In addition, we report the value of PAC-Bayes-kl bound from Theorem 2 on the expected loss of the randomized classifier defined by ρ. The kl divergence was inverted numerically to obtain a bound on the expected loss E ρ [L(h)]. The bound was adapted to our construction by replacing n with n − r and
. We note that since the bound holds for any posterior distribution, it also holds for the distribution found by minimization of the bound in Theorem 4. However, since Theorem 4 is a relaxation of PAC-Bayes-kl bound, using PAC-Bayes-kl for the final error estimate is slightly tighter. The bound on the loss of ρ-weighted majority vote is at most a factor of 2 larger than than the bound for the randomized classifier. In calculation of the bound we used δ = 0.05. We conclude from the figure that relatively small values of m are sufficient for matching or almost matching the prediction accuracy of the baseline, while the run time is reduced dramatically. We also note that the bound is exceptionally tight. In our last experiment, we present empirical evidence for the convexity of the PAC-Bayes-λ inequality. The plots in Figure 3 were constructed in the following way: given a sample S, we trained m weak SVMs. We then computed the corresponding vector of validation losses,L val (h, S). For each value in a grid of λ-s, we computed the corresponding ρ according to equation (6). Finaly, we substituted the value of ρ(λ) and λ into equation (3) to get the value of the bound. In our calculations we used a uniform prior and δ = 0.05. The figure shows that at least empirically the bound is convex when written as a function of the single parameter λ.
Discussion
We have presented a new PAC-Bayesian inequality, an alternating procedure for its minimization, and a way to construct a finite hypothesis space for which the bound and minimization procedure work particularly well. We have shown that the proposed bound can be minimized directly, without resorting to heuristics, like crossvalidation, for parameter tuning. The resulting solutions have tight high-probability generalization guarantees and achieve prediction accuracies on par with kernel SVMs tuned by cross-validation at considerably lower computation costs.
Our work leaves a number of intriguing directions for future research. One is to show (or disprove) that the alternating minimization converges to the global minimum of the bound. We have provided empirical evidence that if the optimal value of ρ(λ) given by (6) is substituted into the bound and the bound is written as a function of a single scalar parameter λ then it is convex in λ. However, proving this fact theoretically remains a challenge. Another challenge is to study the influence of the number of weak classifiers m and their training set size r on the quality of the best classifier in the set. We have provided an analysis in a linearly region with probability mass ε is (1 − ε)
n . Let E 1 be the event that a sample of size n contains no points in the pink region and E 2 the even that the sample contains no points in the green region. Then
Thus, the probability that a homogeneous hyperplane that is consistent with a sample of size n has expected error larger than ε is bounded by 2e −nε = e −(nε−ln (2)) . Now consider m independent samples of size r. The probability that a single sample of size r misses at least one of the critical regions is at most 2e −rε . The probability that in a set of m independent samples of size r all the samples miss at least one critical region is at most (2e −rε ) m = e −m(rε−ln 2) . From here, we conclude that for r ≥ ln(2) ε and m ≥ nε−ln(2) rε−ln(2) the upper bound on the probability that all m hyperplanes that are consistent with the individual samples of r points have expected error larger than ε is not larger than the upper bound on the probability that a single hyperplane that is consistent with a sample of n points has expected error larger than ε.
Analysis in R
d In order to generalize the argument to R d we consider the vector w that defines the target separating hyperplane (w is perpendicular to the hyperplane and we can assume that w = 1). Without loss of generality we can assume that w coincides with one of the coordinate axes. Any rotation of w (corresponding to rotation of the hyperplane) can be decomposed into d − 1 rotations in the d − 1 planes spanned by w and the remaining coordinate axes. Each of the d − 1 rotations can be clockwise or counterclockwise. We define 2(d − 1) critical regions defined by the 2(d − 1) atomic rotations of the separating hyperplane, as described above, so that the probability mass of each region is ε/(d − 1). A sample point in each critical region prevents excessive rotation of w in the corresponding hyperplane and direction. If there is at least one sample point in each critical region, the expected error of any hyperplane that is consistent with the data cannot be larger than ε (because each rotation contributes at most ε/(d − 1)). By calculation similar to the calculation in R 2 , the probability that a sample of n points misses at least one of 2(d − 1) regions with probability mass ε/(d − 1) is at most e −(nε/(d−1)−ln(2(d−1))) . By combining the above argument with the argument in the R 2 case, the probability that none of m hyperplanes that are, respectively, consistent with m independent samples of size r have error less than ε is at most e Figure 9 . |S| refers to the size of the training set, |V| refers to the size of the validation set, and |T| refers to the size of the test set.
at least as good as the upper bound on the prediction accuracy of a hyperplane that is consistent with n samples.
B Additional Experiments
In this section we present figures with experimental results for UCI datasets that could not be included in the body of the paper. We also present two additional experiments.
B.1 Additional Figures for the Main Experiments
We present the outcomes of experiments in Section 5 on additional UCI datasets. Since the skin and Haberman datasets have low dimensionality (d = 3) we use r = √ n rather than r = d + 1, to get a reasonable subsample size. Figure 5 corresponds to the experiment in Figure 1 , and Figure 6 corresponds to the experiment in Figure 2 .
B.2 Comparison with Uniform Weighting and Best Performing Classifier
In Figures 7 and 8 we compare the prediction accuracy of ρ-weighted majority vote with uniformly weighted majority vote, which is popular in ensemble learning (Collobert et al., 2002 , Valentini and Dietterich, 2003 , Claesen et al., 2014 . As a baseline the prediction accuracy of a cross-validated SVM is also shown. For the two datasets in Figure 8 we also include the prediction accuracy of SVM corresponding to the maximum value of ρ (which is the best performing SVM in the set). Due to significant overlap with the weighted majority vote, the latter graph is omitted for the datasets in Figure 7 . Overall, in our setting the accuracy of ρ-weighted majority vote is comparable to the accuracy of the best classifier in the set and significantly better than uniform weighting.
C Comparison of the Alternating Minimization with Grid Search for Selection of λ
In this section we present a comparison between direct minimization of the PAC-Bayes-λ bound and selection of λ from a grid using a validation set. Table 2 shows how each dataset is partitioned into training, validation, and test sets. The grid of λ-s was constructed by taking nine evenly spaced values in [0.05; 1.9]. For each λ we evaluated on the validation set the performance of the majority vote weighted by the distribution ρ(λ) defined in equation (6), and picked the one with the lowest validation error. Note that the grid search had access to additional validation data that was unavailable to the alternating minimization procedure. Figure 9 presents the results. We conclude that the bound minimization performed comparably to validation in our experiments. We show the loss on the test set obtained by direct minimization of λ ("Direct") and grid search ("Validate").
Error bars correspond to one standard deviation over 5 splits of the data into training, validation, and test set.
